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ABSTRACT

Low-energy Bluetooth devices have become ubiquitous and widely
used for different applications. Among these, Bluetooth trackers
are becoming popular as they allow users to track the location of
their physical objects. To do so, Bluetooth trackers are often built-
in within other commercial products connected to a larger crowd-
sourced tracking system. Such a system, however, can pose a threat
to the security and privacy of the users, for instance, by revealing the
location of a user’s valuable object. In this paper, we introduce a set
of security properties and investigate the state of commercial crowd-
sourced tracking systems, which present common design flaws that
make them insecure. Leveraging the results of our investigation,
we propose a new design for a secure crowdsourced tracking sys-
tem (SECrow), which allows devices to leverage the benefits of the
crowdsourced model without sacrificing security and privacy. Our
preliminary evaluation shows that SECrow is a practical, secure,
and effective crowdsourced tracking solution.

CCS CONCEPTS

•Security andprivacy→Software reverse engineering; Infor-
mation flow control; Public key encryption; Tamper-proof and
tamper-resistant designs; Penetration testing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Tracking devices have become very common for a wide range of
applications and use cases. People use tracking devices to monitor
trucking fleet movements, commercial and defense vehicles, monitor
their pets and keep track of the location of their valuables in case they
are stolen or lost. While trackers can rely on different technologies,
such as radio waves, GPS, and WiFi, Bluetooth Low-Energy (BLE)
trackers have become the main choice for consumer-targeted track-
ers [15, 58, 62], and they are currently used by millions of users. For
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instance, the popular TrackR apphasmore than 1,000,000 downloads
from the Google Play Store [37].

In practice, BLE trackers consist of small and cheap devices that
can be attached to key rings, luggage, wallets, or any other personal
belonging that a user wishes to track. Once activated, they work
by communicating with a mobile app installed on the users’ smart-
phone. The app allows the users to interact with the trackers (e.g.,
make it ring) and acts as a medium of communication to “connect”
the BLE trackers to the Internet. In fact, the “killer feature” of such
devices is the ability for users to remotely query for the location of
their valuables. To do so, BLE trackers are embedded into a more
complex ecosystem, called crowdsourced location tracking system. In
a crowdsourced model, users can track the location of their physical
devices by leveraging information collected and produced by other
users in the network. In practice, crowdsourced tracking systems
rely on all their users, and on their smartphones’ GPS, to obtain infor-
mation about the location of their nearby BLE trackers. This allows
the owner of a BLE tracker to know the location of their valuable
(almost) in real-time, even when they are not in proximity of the
tracker. At the same time, the crowdsourced model allows vendors
to drastically reduce the cost of their trackers, as they do not need
to embed GPS capabilities.

However, due to thenatureof thedistributedcrowdsourcedmodel,
which utilizes smartphones for location updates, crowdsourced lo-
cation tracking systems raise questions regarding the security and
privacy of their protocols. Such questions come naturally since at-
tackers could potentially abuse the systems to perform illicit oper-
ations, e.g., stealing or inferring the location of a valuable object.
Indeed, a recent study showed that different tracking systems led
to various privacy issues [66].

In this work, we perform a detailed, principled, and comprehen-
sive security analysis of the existing crowdsourced location tracking
systems. We first formalize a set of security properties that every
crowdsourced tracking system should fulfill, together with the con-
ditions that must be satisfied to guarantee such properties. We then
study the most popular, commercial, crowdsourced tracking sys-
tems, identifying major systematic flaws that violate our security
properties and, therefore, allow attackers to obtain unauthorized
access to tracked devices. We responsibly disclosed our findings to
the affected vendors.

Finally, inspired byour security properties,wedesign theprotocol
of a secure crowdsourced tracking system (SECrow), which allows
users to leverage all the benefits of the crowdsourced model without
compromising their security and privacy. Our design guarantees reli-
able (i.e., unspoofable) andanonymous location information, andpro-
vides end-to-end encryption, where only the owner of a BLE tracker
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can access its location. As a consequence, our design protects the
location information even from server-side data breaches [16, 59, 70].

In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We investigate the security issues arising from the adoption
of the crowdsourced model for location tracking. We define
and formalize a set of security properties and conditions that
crowdsourced location tracking systems must guarantee.

• We perform a security analysis of the most popular, commer-
cial, crowdsourced tracking systems, demonstrating a real
threat for users. Specifically, by analyzing and instrumenting
their mobile apps, we identify major design flaws in all these
systems. We reported our findings to the responsible entities.

• We design SECrow, a secure protocol for crowdsourced lo-
cation tracking that fulfills all our security properties, pro-
tecting users from various attacks, and providing end-to-end
encryption. We show the practicality of our approach by im-
plementing and testing a prototype.

In the spirit of open science, we make all our code available at
https://github.com/ucsb-seclab/SECrow.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we explain crowdsourced tracking using common
terms that will be used throughout the paper. The goal of crowd-
sourced tracking is to provide users with the ability to track the
location of physical devices by leveraging the crowdsourcing model,
i.e., by leveraging information collected and produced by other users
in the network. A typical crowdsourced tracking system involves
three entities (Figure 1).

• Tracking Devices (TDs): The actual devices being tracked
(e.g., TrackR [62], CUBE [18]). These devices are battery-
powered, communicate using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE),
and they are compact so that they can be attached to other
physical objects, such as wallets and keys. This provides the
ability to track the corresponding physical objects by lever-
aging the attached TD.

• TrackingService(TS):Awebservice (usuallyREST-based[45])
provided by the manufacturer of TDs that allows users to
know the location of their TDs.

• Communication Device (CD): A device that can directly
communicate with a TD. Most commonly, this is an Internet-
enabled smartphone running an app, which we call Tracking
App (TApp), provided by the TD vendors. The TApp can com-
municate with the TS and TDs. If the CD has location service
capabilities, then the TApp can update TS with the current
location of all the BLE-visible TDs, i.e., those that are nearby.
This information from CDs represents the crowd input. The
information from all the CDs is used by the TS to provide the
ability for users to know the location of their TDs. The TApp
also provides an easy way for users to track TDs and thus
provides an implicit incentive for the users to install the app,
thereby participating in crowdsourced tracking.

Owners. Every TD is owned by one or more users who can perform
privileged operations on it, such as make it ring and flash. The own-
ership is established by registering and claiming the device through
a pairing process, where the TApp adds the TD as a registered item
within the user account. Generally, users use TApp to interact with
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Figure 1: Data-flow of a representative crowdsourced track-

ing system. CD1 and CD4 own TD1. CD2 owns TD2 and TD3.
CD3 owns TD4. The dashed arrow indicates that the user

with CD1 moved from location loc1 to loc2.

owned TDs through BLE. Furthermore, owners can query the last
known location of a TD, that is lost or not in BLE proximity, by com-
municating with the TS—through the TApp.

A representative crowdsourced tracking system is depicted in
Figure 1, which shows four TDs, four CDs, and the TS: CD1 and CD4
ownTD1;CD2 ownsTD2 andTD3;CD3 ownsTD4. Thedashedarrow
indicates that the user with CD1 moved from location loc1 to loc2.
Location update. All CDs constantly update the TS with the lo-
cation of the TDs that are in BLE proximity. Specifically, CD1 and
CD2 update the location of TD2 using the tuple TD2, loc2. Similarly,
CD3 updates the location of TD3 and TD4. CD4 does not send any
location update since there are no TDs nearby.
Location query. The owners of a TD can query TS about the loca-
tion of their TD. The TS responds with the last known location of
theTD. In Figure 1, we can see thatCD1, CD2, andCD4 issue location
queries for TD1, TD3, and TD1 respectively represented by a tuple
of the form TDx ,?. TS responds to such location queries with the
last known location of the TDs in the form TDx , locy . CDs do not
need to send location queries for their TDs when they are nearby,
as they can communicate directly through BLE. For instance, CD3
does not send any location query for TD4 as it is BLE visible to the
corresponding CD3.

3 SECURITY PROPERTIES

As already mentioned, the main goal of any crowdsourced track-
ing system is to provide the ability for users to reliably obtain the
location of their tracked devices. From a security and privacy per-
spective, we also want such systems to guarantee certain properties,
e.g., only owners can perform privileged operations. Furthermore,
for each property, we identify the necessary conditions that need to
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be satisfied to guarantee the corresponding property. We call these
the Necessary security conditions (NSCs) of a security property. This
can be represented formally as,

∀C ∈NSCs(S) :¬C→¬S .

where NSCs(S) is the set of all the necessary conditions for the se-
curity property S . This formulation implies that if any of the NSCs
does not hold, then the corresponding security property is violated,
providing an effective method to check for violations of the security
properties. All the security properties are named asX −Sy , where
X is the entity the security property belongs to, andy is a number
indicating a unique id. Similarly, all the necessary conditions are
named as Cn , where n is a positive number. Next, we list all the
security properties and their corresponding necessary conditions.

3.1 TD security properties

Privileged owners (TD−S1).Only owners can perform privileged
operations on a TD. Specifically, we consider the following opera-
tions as privileged:

• Obtaining the location of the TD from the TS.
• Making the TD ring or blink remotely (i.e., through BLE) to
capture human attention.

To enforce the above restrictions, it is important for a TD and
the TS to have an ability to recognize the owners of the TD to restrict
access to the privileged operations. Hence, we see that following as
the NSCs for theTD−S1 security property:

• C1: The TDmust able to recognize its owners.
• C2: The TS must able to recognize the owners of a given TD.

Physicalownership (TD−S2). Itmust be impossible toowna track-
ing device without physical access. This is based on the traditional
ownership requirement i.e. to own a device, it is important to verify
that the device can be accessed physically. To ensure this, we need
the ability to verify physical ownership. Consequently, we need the
following NSCs for theTD−S2 security property:

• C3:Owningof aTDmust involveperformingaphysical action
on the TD.

• C4: Registering as a owner of a TDwith the TS must involve
communicating with the TD.

We assume that once registered to a (primary) owner, a TD cannot
be registered to a new (primary) owner. As we detail in Section 6,
we allow primary owners to register secondary owners.

3.2 CD security properties

Anonymous and proximity-aware location update (CD −S1).
ACD should be able to anonymously update the location of only in
proximity TDs. This ensures that participating in the crowdsourced
system does not pose any privacy risks for the CD and protects
against Sybil attacks [65] by ensuring that location can be updated
for only those TDs that are in BLE proximity This constrains that all
the sybils need to be in BLE proximity of the victim TD. To guaran-
tee this property, we require that a CD communicates with a TD to
update its location. Since TDs can communicate only through BLE,
such communication ensures proximity. Hence, the NSC is:

• C5: The CD can update the location of a TD if and only if
the CD can communicate with the TD.

3.3 TS security properties

Reliable location service (TS−S1). The location information pro-
vided by the TS must be reliable, i.e., the retrieved location of a TD
must not be spoofable. This ensures that the location information
about a TD provided by the TS can be trusted by the owners.

To have theTS−S1 property, all the entities involved in the loca-
tion update of a TD (i.e., TD, location information from CD, and, TS)
should not be affected. Which results in the following NSCs:

• C6: It must be impossible to spoof a given TD.
• C7: It must be impossible to spoof a location by a CD.
• C8: It must be impossible to spoof the TS1.

Table 1 summarizes the aforementioned security properties along
with the corresponding necessary conditions (C1-C8), which form
the NSCs of a secure crowdsourced tracking system.

4 THREATMODEL

In any crowdsourced tracking system, the TS plays a major role as
it is the main entity that receives and provides location information
for all the TDs. In our work, we consider TS to havemalicious but
cautious behavior [13]. In practice, on the one hand, we assume that
the TS does not intentionally attempt to spoof the location informa-
tion, as users could easily identify tampered location records. On the
other hand, we assume that the TS can actively attempt to collect
or learn information about the location of the TDs from incoming
reports and queries, therefore affecting the users’ privacy.

We assume an external attacker that has full control of the soft-
ware that runs on a CD, except for the code that is protected through
hardware isolation mechanisms, such as ARM TrustZone [49].

We consider the TDs to be a black box for the attacker. Specifi-
cally, the attacker can only communicate with a TD through BLE.
As such, attacks involving physically tampering with the TDs and
correspondinghardware attacks are out-of-scope for ourwork.How-
ever, we assume that the attacker can snoop in the BLE traffic and
try to mimic a TD. Finally, we do not consider vulnerabilities in
communication protocols implementations such as BLE and TLS.

Similarly, software vulnerabilities in the code that runs in the TS
and TDs are out-of-scope, and well covered by other research work.
However, we assume that the TS can be subject to data breaches,
and thus we aim at protecting location information even in such
scenarios—guaranteeing end-to-end encryption.

In our threat model, attackers are interested in accessing or spoof-
ing information about the location of users’ valuable objects, with
the goal of, for instance, tracking and stealing such valuables.

5 SECURITYANALYSIS

We study five popular crowdsourced tracking systems, TrackR [62],
CUBE [18], Chipolo [15], Pebblebee [48], and, Tile [58], looking at
whether each system guarantees the aforementioned security prop-
erties (Section 3).We do so by verifying if all theNSCs hold. All of the
studied systems provide a TApp that users can use to communicate
with the TDs and the corresponding TS (Table 2). Users must first
create an account by registering with the TS. All communications
with the TS then require the user to login and include their session
token in every request sent to the TS. We use the term authenticated

1This can be achieved by ensuring that TS uses Transport Layer Security (TLS) [20].
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Table 1: Security properties of an ideal crowdsourced tracking system along with the corresponding necessary conditions.

Security properties of a crowdsource tracking system

Tracking device (TD) Communication device (CD) Tracking service (TS)

Privileged owners Physical ownership Anonymous & proximity-aware Reliable location service

(TD−S1) (TD−S2) location update (CD−S1) (TS−S1)

Necessary

Conditions

• TD should recognize its owners (C1)

•TS should recognize owners of a given
TD (C2)

•Owning a TD should involve perform-
ing physical action on it (C3)

• TS should be able to verify proof of
physical activity (C4)

•CD can update the location of a TD if and only
if the CD can communicate with the TD (C5)

• Impossible to spoof a TD (C6)

• Impossible to spoof a location by CD (C7)

• Impossible to spoof the TS (C8)

REST endpoint to indicate that the endpoint requires the user to au-
thenticate first. Some tracking services allow a TD to have multiple
owners so that multiple users can share and track a TD. Note that,
there exist other BLE tracking systems, such as GoFinder HL [24]
andNut [61], which, however, do not adopt the crowdsourcedmodel
and, hence, are out-of-scope for this study.

5.1 Methodology

Our analysis methodology is based on the following two steps.
Record. We record the messages sent from the TApp to the TD
and TS. First, we manually reverse engineer the TApp to identify
the functions used to send and receive messages from and to the TS
and TD. For instance, the TrackR’s TApp uses the write method
of the java.io.BufferedWriter class to send messages to the TS.
Next, we setup a dynamic instrumentation environment to hook
into the identified functions and record all their messages. Finally,
we use the corresponding TApp to register a TD, update its location
from a different CD, and retrieve the updated location. Our dynamic
instrumentation records all the messages sent through the instru-
mented functions. We carefully select the appropriate functions to
hook so thatwe getmessages in plaintext before they encrypted [12].
Thus, hooking at lower layers (e.g., system calls) might not reveal
the content of the messages.

We report the details of the communication endpoints of each
tracking system in the Appendix of our full version [64].
Verify.We use recordedmessages to test the required security prop-
erties. For instance, consider the case of verifying the physical own-
ership property for CUBE.We purchased two CUBE TDs,D1, and
D2, whose Bluetooth MAC address is respectively MAC_1 and MAC_2.
During our recording phase, we record that, when registering a new
owner for D1, the TApp sends an HTTP POST request to the end-
point /api/devices?AddCubeWithMac=MAC_1with the following
JSON payload: {"name":"<NAME>", "mac": "MAC_1"}.

We can see that the payload includes the MAC address of D1
(i.e., MAC_1) and we do not see any communication withD1, which
violates NSC C4. Now, to verify the physical ownership in CUBE,
we replay the request by replacing the MAC address with MAC_2. A
successful request indicates that we can register a new owner for
the TDwithout physical access, thus violating the physical owner-
ship property (TD−S2). We follow the same black-box methodology
to verify each property for each tracking system.

In the following sections, we describe the results of our analysis
of the studied crowdsourced tracking systems, and we show that
none of them guarantee the desired security properties.

5.2 TrackR

Ownerregistration.AusercanownaTDbypairingwith it through
BLE. Furthermore, the user also needs to send a POST request to TS
to register as an owner of the TD. Specifically, the registration re-
quest is sent to the REST endpoint with a JSON payload containing a
unique identifier, calledtrackerid, of theTDalongwithUSERTOKEN.
Here, USERTOKEN is the login token of the user, and the trackerid
of the TD is a string composed of four zeros (“0000") and the reverse
of the Bluetooth MAC address of the TD. For instance, for a TD
with MAC address 00:1B:44:11:3A:B7, the trackerid is 0000b73a-
11441b00.

This design violates both the Privileged owners (TD −S1) and
the Physical ownership (TD − S2) properties. In fact, the TD, in
the case of TrackR, does not keep track of the owners resulting in
missingC1 NSC. Because of this, an attacker can perform privileged
operations, such as ringing andblink, on theTDby sendingmessages
over BLE to the TD. Second, as mentioned above, registering as an
owner of a TD requires an attacker to send a POST request with
the attacker’s login token and the trackerid of the TD. However,
the trackerid of a TD can be easily obtained by observing its MAC
address, which is broadcasted over Bluetooth and can be known
without physical access to the TD. Thus an attacker can register as
an owner of any nearby TD, which violates missingC3 andC4 NSCs.
Moreover, given that the first three bytes are unique for an organiza-
tion [32], i.e., TrackR, by knowing aMAC address an attacker can use
the last three bytes to enumerate all possible TrackRTDsMACaddresses
and register as an owner for every TrackR TDwithout having physical
access to the TDs, thus violating Physical ownership property.
Location update.Updating the location of a TD to the TS is done
by sending a PUT request to the REST interfacewith a JSON payload
containing thetrackeridof theTDalongwith location information
in the form of longitude and latitude values.

This allows an attacker to update the location information of
any TD (given its MAC address) without being physically close to
the TD. Note that, updating the location of TD does not require com-
municatingwith the TD, consequentlymissingC5 NSC. This violates

Table 2: Crowdsourced tracking systems considered in our

security analysis.

Tracking Multi-owner

System TApp TS Support

TrackR [62] com.phonehalo.itemtracker [37] platform.thetrackr.com Yes
CUBE [18] com.blueskyhomesales.cube [43] net.cubetracker.com No
Chipolo [15] chipolo.net.v3 [14] api.chipolo.net No
Pebblebee [48] com.pebblebee.app.hive3 [35] api.pebblebee.com No
Tile [58] com.thetileapp.tile [36] production.tile-api.com No
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theAnonymousandproximity-aware locationupdate (CD−S1)
property.
Location query. A user can obtain the location of a TD by send-
ing a GET request to the REST interface using the login token of
the user. The TS responds with location information of all the TDs
owned by the user. Given a TD, an attacker can affect the TD’s lo-
cation information either by updating its location using the method
described in Section 5.2 or by spoofing the MAC address of the TD
(i.e., missingC6 NSC). Moreover, the TS blindly trusts the location
information about a TD provided by any user without verifying the
accuracy of the location information missingC7 NSC. These attacks
clearly violate theReliable location service (TS−S1) property.

5.3 CUBE

Owner registration. A new owner can register by pairing with
the TD and sending a POST request to the TS, through an authenti-
cated REST endpoint. The payload of this request contains the MAC
address of the TD along with other data items.

The TS allows a single owner to a given TD. Hence, the TS allows
a user to register as the owner of a TD only if the TD is not already
registered by another user. However, the TS does not verify that
the user has physical access to the TD. This enables an attacker to
own an unregistered TD by knowing its MAC address. This violates
the Physical ownership (TD−S2) property. Furthermore, as men-
tioned in Section 5.2, from a single MAC address of a CD an attacker
can enumerate all the possible MAC address of the TDs and register
as the owner before a valid user attempts to register.

Similarly to TrackR, the TDs in CUBE do not keep track of their
owner (i.e., missing C1). This allows an attacker to perform privi-
leged operations, such as ringing and blink, on the TD, thus violating
the Privileged owners (TD−S1) property.
Location update. In CUBE, location updates by a user are accepted
for a TDs only if either the TD is owned by the same user or the TD
is marked as lost by their respective owners. The location update
of a TD is sent to the TS using a PUT request with a JSON body
containing the device MAC address and location information.

Similar to TrackR, the CUBETS blindly trust the location informa-
tion about a TD provided by any user without verifying neither the
accuracyof the location information (i.e.,missingC7) not thephysical
proximity of the TD (i.e.missingC5). This violates theAnonymous
and proximity-aware location update (CD −S1) property as an
attacker can update and spoof the location of any TDwithout being
physically close to them.
Location query. The location of a TD can be obtained by sending a
GET request alongwith the emailID of the user account. This returns
the location of all the TDs registered by the user.

Similar to TrackR, in the case of CUBE, an attacker can affect
the TD’s location information either by updating the location using
the method described in Section 5.3 or by spoofing MAC address of
the TD (i.e., missingC6). These attacks clearly violate the Reliable
location service (TS−S1) property.

5.4 Chipolo

In Chipolo, the TS assigns to every TD and user a unique id, called
chipoloid, which is used by the users to communicate with the TS
on behalf of the TD.

Owner registration. In Chipolo, similar to other tracking systems,
a TD can be owned by first pairing with it. However, registering the
ownership of a TD to the TS requires two REST calls. To register
as the owner for a TD, first, the user needs to send a GET request
containing the unique id assigned to the user on account registration
and the Bluetooth MAC address of the TD.

If the TD is not registered TS sends a one-time secret device token.
Next, the user needs tomake a POST request with JSONpayload con-
taining the above secret token. On successful registration, TS sends
a JSON response with a success message containing the chipoloid
that can be used for all future communication with TS concerning
the TD. However, similar to other tracking systems, the TS does not
verify that the CD can communicate with the TD (i.e., missingC2).
This enables an attacker to own anunregisteredTDby only knowing
itsMACaddress,whichdoesnot requirephysical access.Thisviolates
the Physical ownership (TD−S2) property

Furthermore, unlike other tracking systems, only owners i.e.,
paired users, can send privilege commands (using a CD) to a TDs,
thus preserving the Privileged owners (TD−S1) property.
Location update. Similarly to owner registration, updating the lo-
cation of a TD requires two REST calls. To update the location of
a TD, first, a GET request should be sent with the unique id for the
user and DEVICEID, which is an identifier broadcasted by the TD
through one of the advertised packets.

This GET request returns the chipoloid, which is then used in
the second PUT request to the authenticated REST endpoint, with
the payload containing the location information.

Similar to other systems, the TS of Chipolo blindly trusts the loca-
tion information about a TD provided by any user without verifying
neither the accuracy of the location information (i.e., missingC7)
nor the physical proximity of the TD (i.e., missingC5). Consequently,
this violates theAnonymous and proximity-aware location up-
date (CD−S1) property.
Location query.A user can obtain the location information of all
the TDs by sending a GET request, which returns a JSON response
containing the location information of all the TDs owned by the user
corresponding to USERID.

As explained in Section 5.4, given the MAC address of a TD, an
attacker can update the location of the TD, thereby compromising
the integrity of location information. Thus violating the Reliable
location service (TS−S1) property.

5.5 Pebblebee

Owner registration. To register as the owner of a TD, a user needs
to first pair with the TD through BLE. To register with the TS, a
POST request needs to be sent with the Bluetooth MAC address of
the TD. During registration, the TS does not verify that the user can
communicate with the TD, consequently missingC4. This enables
an attacker to own an unregistered TD by knowing its MAC ad-
dress, which does not require physical access, and, therefore, violates
the Physical ownership (TD−S2) property.

Similar to TrackR and CUBE, the TD in the case of Pebblebee does
not keep track of the owner (i.e., missingC1) which enables an at-
tacker to performprivilegedoperations, such as ringing andblink, on
the TD by sending messages over BLE, thus violating the Privileged
owners (TD−S1) property.
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Location update. In Pebblebee, location update of a TD is done by
sending a POST requestwith a JSONpayload containing the location
information along with the MAC address of the TD.

Similar to other systems, the TS of Pebblebee does not verify ei-
ther the accuracy of the location information (i.e., missingC7) nor
the physical proximity of the TD (i.e., missingC5). Consequently,
this violates theAnonymous and proximity-aware location up-
date (CD−S1) property.
Locationquery.The locationquery inPebblebee is doneby sending
a GET request, with the Bluetooth MAC address of the TD. Unfor-
tunately, given the MAC ADDRESS of a TD, any user can query the
location (a privileged operation) of the TD using the above URL.
Furthermore, as explained in Section 5.2, from a singleMAC address
of a TD, it is easy to enumerate the MAC address of all TDs. Conse-
quently, an attacker can perform location query of all TDs, which
further violates the Privileged owners (TD−S1) property.

Given that an attacker can arbitrary update the location of anyTD
(Section5.5), thisaffects the integrityof location information.Thusvi-
olating theReliable location service (TS−S1) property.

5.6 Tile

Owner registration. Similar to the other systems, TD in Tile needs
to be first paired through BLE using TApp, which will then regis-
ter with TS by sending a PUT request to it’s API interface at https:
//production.tile-api.com/api/v1/. Along with this request, a unique
signature and static client uuid are added. This requires the TD to
be physically present near the CD. Unlike other systems, once a Tile
is added it cannot be deleted by the owner. The owner, however
does have other options such as to hide TD temporarily, transfer it
to another user using their email address and replace an existing
Tile with a new Tile. The owner registration process of Tile is the
most secure design of all the analyzed systems. In fact, our design
as explained in Section 6.3 is inspired by Tile.
Location update In Tile, location updates are encrypted and up-
dated by sending a POST request to the TS. But, only logged in users
can send the location update request thereby violating theAnony-
mous and proximity-aware location update (CD−S1) property.
Location query Location query in Tile is done by sending a authen-
ticated GET request, with requesting client uuid, and a tile request
signature of theCD. Furthermore, only owner can query the location
of a TD.

Finally, given that the location information is blindly trusted. An
attacker can update all in-proximity TDss with random locations
thereby violating theReliable location service (TS−S1) property.

5.7 Summary

Table 3 summarizes the results of our analysis. We verified all our
findings by implementing a Proof-of-Concept (PoC) for each viola-
tion. Interestingly, all the tacking systems satisfy two NSCs, i.e.,C2
(TS able to recognize owners of a CD) andC8 (Impossible to spoof
the TS), which they achieve by using HTTPS for their communi-
cations. Our results show that, except for the Privileged owners

(TD − S1) property in Chipolo, none of analyzed tracking systems
guarantee the desired security properties.
Responsible disclosure. All the device vendors have been con-
tacted and notified regarding the security issues discussed in the

paper. Two vendors already replied and acknowledged our findings.
We have not heard back from the remaining two vendors yet.

6 SECURE TRACKING SERVICE

In this section, we present SECrow, a crowdsourced tracking sys-
tem that satisfies all the desired security properties. Similar to the
existing systems, the TS in SECrow requires any user to register
and log in before using the system. Furthermore, the TS keeps track
of the ownership association i.e., the set of owners of a TD, and is
also able to recognize an owner of a TD. This satisfies our NSCC2.
Furthermore, the TS uses TLS for all its communication, thereby
making it impossible to spoof a TS, which satisfies NSCC8.

6.1 Public key cryptography

One of the main building blocks of SECrow is the public key cryp-
tography [54]. Specifically, every entity in our system, i.e., TS, CD,
and, TD, has a public key and private key pair. As in all public key
cryptographic systems, the public key of an entity is available to the
other entities through certificates. The private key is, instead, secret
and only known to the corresponding entity.
Notations.Weuse the followingnotations forvariouscryptographic
primitives. Pkx and Prx indicate public and private key of entity x .
Enc(K,P) andSiдn(R,P) indicates encryptionof contentP withpublic
key K and signature of P with R, in the case of RSA this is same as
encryption of P with private key R. Since encryptionwith the private
key is called a signature, we use Siдn to indicate encryption with a
private key. Also, SEnc(S,P) indicates encryption with the symmet-
ric key S XI indicates a unique identifier (ID) for the entity X . For
instance, this could be the Bluetooth MAC address for a TD, and the
user ID of the logged-in user for a CD.

6.2 Built in capabilities

In SECrow, we assume the TDs and CDs to have certain capabilities,
which allow them to provide the required security properties.
TD capabilities. The TD has its private key etched on to on-chip
read-only memory, such as e-fuses [22]. Thus, to spoof a given TD,
one needs access to its private key, which is impossible without
physically invasive techniques [44]. The TD also has a small amount
of persistent storage and the ability to generate random numbers.
The persistent storage contains the location key (i.e., LTD), which
is used as the symmetric key to encrypt and decrypt location data
of the TD ( 4 in Figure 4). The persistent storage also contains
the public key certificates of all the owners of the TD. This enables
a TD to verify whether a given CD is one of its owners and thus to
satisfy the NSCC1. Every TD has a single primary owner and can
have multiple secondary owners. The primary owner has additional
privileges and can regulate the secondary owners of the TD.
CD capabilities. All the location updates in SECrow have to be
signed. Since CDs (i.e., smartphones) are commonly used to commu-
nicate with the TS, CDs have to be able to provide signed location
(GPS) information. Furthermore, the CD operating systemmust not
be able to tamper the location information. This can be achieved
by using existing techniques [42] that leverage Trusted Execution
Environments (TEEs), such as ARM TrustZone [49], which is now
available across almost all the smartphone brands [10]. Further-
more, CDs have the ability to create temporary but attested public-
private keypairs, denoted asTPkCD andTPrCD , which aremanaged
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Table 3: Verified security properties for each device, where ✓ and ✗ in each cell indicate whether the corresponding security

property holds or not respectively. The NSCs (Cx ) under ✗ indicates themissing conditions (Section 3).

Security Properties of a crowdsourced tracking system

Tracking device (TD) Communication device (CD) Tracking service (TS)

Devicemanufacturer

Privileged owners

(TD−S1)
Physical ownership

(TD−S2)
Anonymous and proximity-aware location update

(CD−S1)
Reliable location service

(TS−S1)

TrackR ✗ (C1) ✗ (C3 ,C4) ✗ (C5) ✗ (C6 ,C7)
CUBE ✗ (C1) ✗ (C3 ,C4) ✗ (C5) ✗ (C6 ,C7)
Chipolo ✓ ✗ (C3 ,C4) ✗ (C5) ✗ (C7)
Pebblebee ✗ (C1) ✗ (C3 ,C4) ✗ (C5) ✗ (C6 ,C7)
Tile ✓ ✓ ✗ (C5) ✗ (C7)

by a TEE and cannot be tampered with by the user operating sys-
tem [6, 29]. Aswe show in Section 6.4, these keys are used to provide
anonymous but signed location information. In this scheme, the CDs
cannot provide fake location information, therefore satisfying one
of the NSCs, i.e.,C7.

6.3 Owner registration

In SECrow, adding owners to a TD requires the TD to be in pairing
mode,which is only possible by physically holding down a dedicated
button on the TD. This satisfiesC3 NSC (Section 3.1). Figure 3 shows
the sequence diagram of the protocol used in SECrow to add the
primary owner to a TD and the TS.

The first block Adding Primary Owner shows the messages ex-
changed when a CD (or user) requests to be added as the owner
of the TD. When a AddPOwner request along with the public key,
PkCD , is received by a TD, the TD sends a challenge nonce N1 back
to the CD. The CD is expected to sign the nonce N1 to prove that it
has access to the private key of the corresponding public key sent
in the initial message. On successful verification of the signature
by the TD, the TD adds the pubic key PkCD as the primary owner.
The AddPOwner request is accepted by a TD only when there is no
primary owner yet in the TD. The primary owner can add secondary
owners using the AddSOwner command (Section 6.3).

Registering as an owner (either primary or secondary) of a TD to
the TS requires three interactions, as indicated by the bottom three
blocks in Figure 3. First, theCD sends a AddOwner request alongwith
its ID (CDI ) and the ID of the TD (TDI ) to the TS. The TS replieswith
a nonce N2 and a temporary symmetric keyOTK both encrypted
with the public key of TDI (i.e., OT ). Second (CD Owner Query),
the CD relaysOT along with its public key PkCD to the TD. The TD
decrypts OT (as it has the private key PrTD) to retrieve N2 and
the temporary symmetric key OTK . Using this temporary key,OTK ,
the TD sends back an encrypted message (OCD ) that includes the
public key of the owner (PkoCD ), the decrypted nonce (N2), and, an
additional nonce for freshness (N3). Here, PkoCD =PkCD , if PkCD is
oneof the owners of theTD, elsePkoCD is the public keyof oneof the
registered owners. The use ofOTK for encryption ensures that only
theTScanknowtheowner informationof theTD, therebyprotecting
the privacy of the TD. Furthermore, the freshness tokenN 3 prevents
inference attacks. Finally, in Commit Owner, the CD relaysOCD to
the TS. The TS decrypts OCD as it has access to the private key
of TD (Section 6.1), retrieves the PkoCD , verifies that the decrypted
noncematchesN2, and, discardsN3. If the PkoCD is the public key of
CDI then TS adds CDI as one of the owners of the TD (or TDI ). The
validationof thenonceN2, throughOCD , ensures that the ownership
request is approved by the TD, therefore satisfying ourC4 NSC.

The protocol described above satisfies the Physical ownership

(TD − S2) property, i.e., it is impossible to own a tracking device
without physical access. This is because, first, adding an owner to
a TD requires the TD to be in pairingmode, which is only possible by
physically pressing a button on the TD. Second, to register to the TS,
the CD must be able to provide a validOCD , i.e., the public key of
the owner and correct nonce (N2), encrypted with the temporary
symmetric keyOTK . The CD cannot produce a validOCD because
it requires access to N2 andOTK , but, both are encrypted (OT ) with
the public key of TD. However, generating a valid OCD from OT
is possible by communicating with the TD (i.e. CD Owner Query
of Figure 3). Note that, the TD generates a validOCD containing the
public key of the CD if and only if the CD is one of its owners. As
mentioned before, adding owners requires physical access. Instead,
if the CD is not an owner of the TD, the TD still produces a validOT ,
but containing the public key of a real owner.
Primary owner commands. As mentioned in Section 6.2, the
primary owner of a TD has additional privileges. Specifically, pri-
mary owners can issue the following commands: (1) UpdateLocKey
to update the location key (i.e., LTD) of the TD; (2) AddSOwner &
RemSOwner to add or remove secondary owners of the TD.

Each of the above commands involves a challenge nonce issued by
the TD, which is encryptedwith the stored public key of the primary
owner. The requesting CD can decrypt the message and obtain the
nonce only if it is indeed the primary owner. The decrypted nonce
is used to authenticate the following requests. Figure 2 shows the
flow of the UpdateLocKey procedure in SECrow. Here, when the
command is issued by aCD ( 1 ), the TD responds ( 2 ) backwith an
encrypted randomnonce (En )—encryptedwith the stored public key
of theprimaryowner (PkpCD ). TheCD, if it is the primaryowner (i.e.,
theCDhas the correspondingprivate key), candecryptEn to retrieve
N . The CD now uses N to send the data ( 3 ) of the request (R) to
the TD, i.e., the location key LTD alongwithN , both encrypted with
the public key of the TD. Finally, the TD, after receiving R, decrypts
and verifies the nonce N . On a successful match, the TD stores the
provided key, LTD , as the location key. As we show in Section 6.5,
the location key of a TD is required to obtain the latest location of
the TD.We consider that primary owner to be responsible for sharing
the location key with secondary owners. This provides the primary
owner an access control mechanism to regulate who (secondary
owners) can access the location information of the TD. Note that, by
using a random nonce, our design is not vulnerable to replay attacks.

The commands AddSOwner and RemSOwner(s) follow a proce-
dure similar to the one shown in Figure 2. However, in the request
dataR, the primary owner sends the public key of the CD to be added
or removed instead of the location key.
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CD (ID: CDI ) TD (ID: TDI )

1 UpdateLocKey

2 En =Enc (PkpCD ,N )

3 R =Enc (PkTD ,N | |LTD )

Ack

Updating Device SecretUpdating Device Secret

Figure 2: Updating the location key of a TD in SECrow

6.4 Location update

In SECrow, we aim to guarantee theAnonymous and proximity-

aware location update (CD−S1) property, i.e., a CD should be able
to anonymously update the location of a TD if and only if it is in BLE
proximity of the TD. Figure 4 shows the sequence diagram of the
protocol used to update the location of a TD in SECrow.

First, the CD sends a Location update request to the TS. This
request contains the temporary and attested public-key (TPkCD ) of
theCD and the ID of the TDwhose location needs to be updated. The
public-keyTPkCD comes with a certificate chain. The root certifi-
cate within this chain is signed using an attestation root key, which
the device manufacturer injects into the device’s hardware-backed
keystore at the factory [30]. The TS responds back with two nonces,
Nt (ET ) andNc (EC ), which are encrypted with the public key of TD
and CD respectively.

Next, as shown in the Sign Token block, the CD, interacting
with the TEE, decrypts EC to get Nc . The nonce Nc along with the
location information (loc) is signed by the TEE with the temporary
private key (TPrCD ), resulting in L. The CD forwards the encrypted
nonce ET , TPkCD , and L to the TD ( 3 ). The TD verifies L using
TPkCD and decrypts ET to get the nonce Nt . Next, the TD encrypts
the location loc and a random nonce Nl using the location key to
get EL , and then signs both nonces, Nt (decrypted from ET ) and Nc
(retrieved from L), to generate ST . Both EL and ST are then sent to
the CD ( 4 ). The random nonce, Nl , acts as a freshness token and
avoid inference attacks.

Finally, as shown in Encrypted Location Update block, the CD
forwards EL and ST to TS ( 5 ). The TS verifies ST to check that the
signatures are valid and contain expected nonces. Consequently, it
updates its database with the location of the TD to be EL .

Note that the requirement of a valid ST satisfies ourC5 NSC. In
fact, to generate a valid ST , the CDmust communicate with the TD,
and, hence, it has to be in BLE proximity. The described location
update protocol satisfies ourAnonymous and proximity-aware

location update (CD − S1) property. First, the use of temporary
keys ensures the anonymity of the CD. Second, to perform a location
update, as shown in Attested Location Update block of Figure 4,
the CD is expected to send ST , which contains the nonces Nt | |Nc

TS CD (ID: CDI ) TD (ID: TDI )

1 AddPOwner, PkCD

2 N1

3 UCD =Siдn(PrCD ,N1)

Ack

Adding Primary OwnerAdding Primary Owner
TD in PairingMode

TD has no primary owner

4 AddOwner, CDI ,TDI
5 OT =

Enc (PkTD ,N2 | |OTK )

Add Owner RequestAdd Owner Request

6 CheckOwner, PkCD ,OT

7 OCD =SEnc (OTK ,PkoCD | |N2 | |N3)

CDOwner QueryCD Owner Query

8 OCD

Ack

Commit OwnerCommit Owner

Figure 3: Secure owner registration of SECrow

signed with the private key of the TD. Thus, the CD can produce a
valid ST only by communicating with the TD.

Furthermore, the location information of a TD is stored on the TS
in encrypted form (i.e., EL), and the decryption key is unknown to
the TS. This design guarantees end-to-end encryption, protecting
the private information (i.e., location) of the TD.

6.5 Location query

Wewant only the owners of a TD to be able to successfully retrieve
its location from the TS, as this is a privileged operation.

In SECrow, location query by a CD (or user) happens by first
authenticating the CD with the TS. We use a simple challenge-
response for authentication. On successful authentication, the TS
then checks whether the authenticated CD is the owner of the TD.
If yes, the TS responds back with the encrypted location token,
i.e., ET =Enc(PkCD ,EL | |N ), where EL is the last-known encrypted
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TS CD (ID: CDI ) TD (ID: TDI )

1 LocUpdate, TDI ,T PkCD
2 EC =Enc (T PkCD ,Nc )

ET =Enc (PkTD ,Nt )

Location update requestLocation update request

3 ET ,T PkCD
L=Siдn(T PrCD ,loc | |Nc )
4 ST =Siдn(PrTD ,Nt | |Nc )

EL =SEnc (LTD ,loc | |Nl )

Sign TokenSign Token

5 ST ,EL

6 Ack

Attested Location UpdateAttested Location Update

Figure 4: Secure Location Update of SECrow

location (Section 6.4) of the requested TD, and,N is a randomly gen-
erated nonce that acts as salt to prevent against dictionary attacks
to determine whether the location has changed or not.

Then, theCDdecryptsET with itsprivatekey toobtainEL . TheCD
can now use the location key (LTD ), previously shared with the TD,
to decrypt EL and obtain the location of the TD. As mentioned
in Section 6.3, the location key is never shared with the TS. Instead,
such a key has to be independently shared by the primary owner of
the TDwith the other secondary owners.

In summary, our location query protocol satisfies our Privileged
owners (TD−S1) property, because, to perform a location query,
the CD is expected to be the registered privileged owner of the TD.
Furthermore, the nonce N is randomly generated for each request,
thus making it impossible for a non-owner CD to infer whether the
location of a TD has changed or not.

7 EVALUATION

We implemented a preliminary prototype of SECrow using a Rasp-
berry Pi 3B [51]with BLE as our TD.We implemented theCDandTS
functionalities in Python.

In this section,we evaluate the performance overhead of SECrow
in terms of execution time and energy consumption.Wemeasure the
time overhead that affects the CD, as it initiates all the operations.
Whereas for energy consumption, we look at the TD as it has strict
power requirements. Specifically, we measure howmuch additional
energy is consumed by SECrow compared to the baseline system.
Weuse a powermeter [2] tomeasure the energy consumedby theTD

(i.e., Raspberry Pi 3B). We consider the unmodified TrackR system
to be our baseline.
Cryptographic operations overhead.Wemeasure the overhead
of the individual cryptographic operations on the CD, TD, and TS.
Table 4 shows the time required for each of the cryptographic oper-
ations along with the processors’ speed. These times are very small
compared to the frequency of location update and query operations.
In fact, almost all the TApps limit the frequency of such operations
to once in 5 minutes.
End-to-End overhead.We measure the end-to-end overhead in-
troduced to our system, compared to our baseline (i.e., TrackR). As
all the operations start and end at CD, the timings are measured
at the CD. Table 5 shows the time required by each of the opera-
tions in SECrow compared to the baseline. Although the time is
significantly higher compared to the baseline, the absolute numbers
are still small and fall well within operational range (i.e., about 5
min). Furthermore, additional network communication (both BLE
and Ethernet) in SECrow is the main contributor for the time over-
head as the time for cryptographic operations is significantly low
(Table 4). The power consumption of the TD for each operation is
shown in Table 6. Here, we multiply the average wattage of the TD
by the total amount of time of the corresponding operation. Thus,
this represents an upper bound. In practice, given that most of the
time is spent in the network communication between the CD and TS,
the actual power consumed by the TD can be significantly lower.
Furthermore, these numbers are again negligible if compared to the
capacity of the modern batteries employed by the TDs.
Discussion. The performance numbers reported in our evaluation
serve as an upper bound. This is because, first, our implementation
was not optimized and done mainly as a proof of work to test the
protocols. Second, using a Raspberry Pi 3B as a TD implied that
our reported energy consumption is significantly higher than an
implementation on a standard BLE device. Finally, the adoption of
specialized low power cryptographic processors [46] on the TD
would significantly reduce the energy consumption.

8 LIMITATIONS

SECrow relies on various communication protocols, such as TLS
andBLE and implicitly assumes them to be secure. Consequently, SE-
Crow is susceptible to anyvulnerabilities [4, 9, 57] in these protocols.
There are also other limitations of SECrow that are listed below:
Built in capabilities. SECrow there requires the CDs and TDs to
have a few in-built capabilities (Section 6.2). One of the important ca-
pabilities expected from a TD is the ability to perform cryptographic
operations. Given that TDs are battery-powered, the cryptographic
operations need to be optimized to reduce power consumption. Low-
power cryptographic processors are well-studied [34, 39, 55, 68]

Table 4: Execution time of the cryptographic operations (64

bytes of data with 1024-bit keys) performed on each of the

entities in our implementation.

Time (ms)

Entity

Asymmetric

Encryption

Asymmetric

Decryption

Symmetric

Encryption

Symmetric

Decryption

TS/CD (2.6 Ghz) 3.0007e-03 2.9787e-03 0.23 0.55
TD (1.2 Ghz) 6.0101e-02 5.1594e-02 4.36 11.98
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Table 5: Average (10 runs) execution time of each operation.

Time (seconds)

System

Owner

Registration

Primary Owner

Operation

Location

Update

Location

Query

Baseline 0.0346 N/A 0.0386 0.0002
SECrow 4.4298 4.7319 8.6322 0.1851

and are used in various battery-powered devices [69]. These crypto-
graphic co-processors [46] canbeused toenableTDs toperformcryp-
tographic operationswithout significantly affecting their battery life.
Relay attacks. Similar to contact-less systems, we assume that the
ability to communicate with a TD implies proximity. However, at-
tackers can leverage relay attacks [25] to break this assumption. In
practice, a CD (proxy) could serve as a relay to a TD and could enable
other CDs to communicate with the TDwithout being in BLE prox-
imity. Although techniques such as distance bounding [21], secure
distance measurement [41], or an out-of-band hardware token [19]
could be used to prevent these attacks, the low energy requirement
of the TDs makes the existing solutions impractical.
Denial-of-Service attacks. As a CD can induce a TD to perform
cryptographic operations (e.g., 3 , 4 in Figure 4), a malicious and
in-proximity CD could drain the battery of a TD by issuing a high
number of requests. However, these attacks can be easily prevented
by implementing well-known rate-limiting techniques [67].

9 RELATEDWORK

The problem of effective geolocation has been well-studied. Initial
works expect the devices to have the ability to communicate with
a remote server [53] or the availability of trusted landmarks [31, 33].
Both of which are not feasible in our scenario.
Crowdsourced tracking.Decentralized techniques such as crowd-
sourcing are used to track lost objects using location-enabled smart-
phones [26]. SecureFind [56] provides privacy for the objects being
tracked, wherein it prevents the service from accurately knowing
lost devices by making the nodes (i.e., smartphones) send dummy
updates to object queries. However, in SecureFind any user can de-
termine whether a tracker device is lost, which is a privacy concern.
Anonysense [17] uses differential privacy techniques such as group
signatures [7] to provide anonymity for the smartphones that upload
location reports. These techniques have high deployment overhead
as they need an end-to-end infrastructure change, including trusted
intermediate services. Techu [1] takes a first step toward exploring
the security issues in crowdsourced location tracking. However, the
focus in Techu is mainly on the privacy of the CDs and TDs. More-
over, their threat model less strict than ours and does not consider
the issues of tracking device proximity and location spoofing, which
could lead to Sybil attacks [65]. Furthermore, their solution proposes
a pull model for location query, where a CD has to communicate
with the other CD that performed the location update to retrieve the
location.This introduces additional attackvectors to aCD, as it has to
accept incoming connections to perform a location update. Recently

Table 6: Average (10 runs) energy consumed by the TD.

Energy consumed by the TD (Joules)

System

Owner

Registration

Primary Owner

Operation

Location

Update

Location

Query

Baseline 0.0005 N/A 1.66E-04 0
SECrow 5.5976 6.7455 11.8824 0

Apple proposed FindMy service [5], which requires the TD to set up
an initial key pair (ECP-224) with iCloud server. To achieve this, the
TDneeds to haveWIFI connectivity to communicatewith the iCloud
server, and it requires an input mechanism for a user to enter her
credentials. Unfortunately, the BLE tracking devices that we study
in our paper have none of the capabilities (internet connectivity
and inputmechanism). Similarly, several privacy-preserving contact
tracing [11, 63] techniques also expect geolocation and networking
capabilities, which are unfortunately not available on BLE tracking
devices. Another recent work, PrivateFind [66] performs a more
detailed analysis of the security issues in Bluetooth finders. They did
an excellent job in analyzing various trackers and further, propose a
privacy-friendly tracking system. In thiswork,we broaden the analy-
sis by considering all the security aspects of a crowdsourced tracking
system.Weidentifyall thenecessaryproperties (Section3) of a secure
crowdsourced tracking system, which enable a systematic security
evaluation of existing crowdsourced tracking systems (Table 3). Fur-
thermore, our system, SECrow, has additional security guarantees
such as resilience to Sybil attacks, which are missing in PrivateFind.
Bluetooth attacks. There is a considerable amount of work that
studies the securityof theBluetoothprotocol [38, 52]. Recently,Anto-
nioli et al. [4] identified a series of security flaws in the specification
of Bluetooth authentication and secure connection establishment,
that allows attackers to impersonate Bluetooth devices.
Geolocation and privacy. It is well understood that the sharing of
location by a smartphone to any tracking service could pose privacy
concerns [28, 40]. Some techniques try to protect privacy by adding
noise [8, 23] or use differential privacy [3, 47, 60] techniques to hin-
der inferring accurate location information. We cannot use these
techniques for crowdsourced tracking of BLE devices because the ac-
curacy of the location is of real importance and is one of the primary
goals of the service [27]. We also actively hinder the ability to spoof
location information by using TrustZone [49]. Furthermore, work
from Iasonas et al. [50] showed that it is possible to infer accurate
location information even from noisy data.

10 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we first defined and formalized a set of security prop-
erties for a generic crowdsourced location tracking system.We pro-
posed a new design for a secure crowdsourced tracking system, SE-
Crow. Our design successfully prevents unauthorized attackers
from taking advantage of the system to obtain sensitive information
or arbitrarily control tracking devices. In conclusion, we believe that
SECrowwill enable BLE tracking devices to utilize the benefits of
the crowdsourced model while guaranteeing security and privacy.
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